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Abstract

Balbekov V.I., Ввгапот A.M., Krasnokutskl K.M., babedenko Т.К., Ferelygla У.Р., U i m n I.A.,
Shinralor R.S., Stern В.Ж., ZhlgunoY У.Р.
Track Reconstruction In Liquid Argon Xonlsatioa Chamber. Serpukhov, l i f t .

p. 16. (ПИР 79-129).
Rafa. 7.

It ia abcnm, that partlda track paramatara can ba reconstructed by the currant a in
the anode cells of the ionlsatlon chamber. The calculations are carried out for the chamber
with 10 си anode-cathode gap width. The anode ia made of cella with width of 2 on. The coor-
dinates z, у and track angle в are reconstructed by currents with errors of up to milli-
metre and mllliradlan. The reconstruction errors are proportional to noise levels of elect-
ronics and also depend on the track geometry and argon purification.

Балбекоа В.И., Барааов A.M., Жвгупов В.П., Краснокутский Р.Н., Лабедаахо В.Н., Перелыха В.ФЧ

Разуамв Е.А., Шувалов P.CW Штерн BJ5.

Раконструкам треков в жвдкоаодороаной •овжэаввонаой камере. Серпухов, I97S.
16 стр. с рис. (ИФВЭ ОНО 78-135).
Бабтсгр. 7.

Показано, что по токам в секшюмфоаашюм аноде иоююапяоаоа камеры можно рекояструкровать
параметры трека часткоы. Расчеты были проведены для камеры с зазором анод-катод 10 см. Анод раз-
бит па полосы швриноя 2 см. Координаты * , Г * угол наклона трека в восстанавливаются по ниоуии-
роаанвым токам с ошибками до долен миллиметра н миллирадиава. Ошибки восстановления: пропорциональ-
ны уровню шума электроники, а также зависят от геометрии трака и чистоты аргона.



3. INTRODUCTION

/1-3/

In the modern liquid argon detectors the special posi-

tion of a single particle track can either be roughly measured or

cannot be measured at all. The measurement precision is determined

by the width of the anode cells or strips. An anode consisting of

the cells with the width of about 1 mm would have required an unde-

sirably large number of electronics channels.

The present work treats possibilities of construct a detec-

tor, in which particle tracks can be reconstructed by the currents

induced in the anode cells. It is quite clear that linear dimensions

of the area where the induced currents are higher than the noise

levels of electronics, are approximately equal to the gap width.

The distribution of the currents in this area and their dependence

on time are determined by the charge distribution in the gap.

Thus if the anode is made of cells with linear dimension se-

veral times smaller than the. gap width,by measuring the currents in



these cells as the function of time,one can reconstruct the charge

density in the gap at the initial moment of time t=O,i.e. reconst-

ruct particle tracks with the precision by an order of magnitude

better than the linear dimensions of the cell. A recent progress in

/4 5/
argon purification technique ' gives us a possibility to create

detectors with the gap larger than 10 cm, i.e. the cell width may

be chosen to be about 3 cm. Then the number of the electronics chan-

nels do not seem to be enormously large even for the detectors with

the volume of about tens of cubic meters.

II. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

To check the qualitative conclusions made in the introduction

we calculated the induced currents. After that a reverse problem

was solved, i.e. electronics noises were superimposed onto the cal-

culated currents and then the parameters of the initial event were

reconstructed. We assume that the currents are being continuously

strobed and the current integrated during a strobe-pulse (I/is) is

then recorded in the CCD . The ENC noice charge is taken to be

equal to 2 000 electrons.

For simplicity we dealt witn a two-dimensional chamber model,

whose geometry is shown in fig. 1.

To make our calculations simpler we considered the charge den-

Л

sity along the track to be constant and equal to P = 10 electrons/nun.



The drift velocity of electrons was assumed to be V«S»10
6
cm/«.

The influence of the electronegative impurities in argon was

taken into account in the changes of the charge density of the drif-

ting track according to the law

p(t) -p expt-at)
о

where I/a в Л/V is the average drift time of electrons before at-

tachment; A is the average drift path.

The events in the chamber were defined with the following pa-

rameters :X and Z coordinates of the event vertex, polar angles Q
i

of each track, and track length t..

The current i
k
(t) in the k-th strip was calculated using the

following formula (see Appendix).

h-vt

i
k
(t). / dz / dx

o
A(k, t | x , Z

o
H U

o
, г),

A(k,t|x
o
,z

o
MV/2h)t -at

th
2h 2h

where x^ and h are the coordinates of the strip centre; 5 is its

halfwidth.



III. RESULTS

Fig. 2 illustrates the currents induced in the strips by char-

ge point with initial coordinates a«O.5 at x«O.From the comparison

of the summed currents at Л =300 mm and A =« one may draw a conclu-

sion that attachment effect is quite small at А к 300.

Fig. 3 shows the currents induced by the drifting track that

crosses the chamber at 30°. The origin of the track has the coordi-

nates z с 0.5 and x * 0. The following regularities become evident

from fig.3:

l)the currents in the strips, on which the track is projected,

have evident peaks of both polarities;

2) sharp rise of the negative current corresponds to the in-

stant of time, when a drifting track is falling on the strip and

when current passes across the zero point to the track removes from

the strip;

3) the currents in strips 7 and 8, where no track occurs, are

smoother and smaller in magnitude.

Fig. 4. shows the current induced by the drift of the ver-

tex with coordinates z s 0.5 and x = 0 and the track angles В « 30°

and в «= 15°. The tracks are crossing the chamber. Similarly with

a single track the changes of the current polarity and sharp change

of the derivates are induced by the arrival (or leaving) of a drif-

ting track to strip.



In Tables 1 and 2 we enlist the errors in reconstruction of

the parameters for the events with simple topology over induced

currents in the strips. The parameters and their errors were obtai-

ned as a result on minimizing the functional

where in ij.(t
n
, a ) are the currents in the k-th strip at time t

n
,

generated by the event with the parameters a = x,z,0j ,..., 0
m
 , a

o

are the true parameters of the event, a
2
 noise dispersion of the

electronics.

Parameter reconstruction errors depend on о in the range " в

с 1000440000 linearely. For example for track with 0 в 30° and a =

= 4000 the errors of reconstruction are <?
x
 =0.51, <r

g
 = 0.94, OQ =

в 0.71.

IV. SOME REMARKS OF ENERGY RESOLUTION

The precision of energy measurements in the ionization cham-

bers with parallel plates is limited by the dependence of the char-

ge value removed from the anode, from the ionizatiori point. It is

obvious that any increase of the gap whould result in worsening of

the energy resolution (the energy is defined over the total charge).

The energy resolution was calculated for high energy elect-

rons. The computor program for electromagnetic shower generation



using a Monte-Carlo method is described in ref. . Fig. 5 presents

the dependence of energy resolution for liquid argon calorimeter on

the gap sizes for the energy of incident electron of 1 GeV. The thick"1

ness of the electrodes in these calculations was taken to be negli-

gibly small, the electronics noise was not taken into account. From

fig. 5 it is clear that energy resolution depends on the gap width

h as \/h.

V. CONCLUSION

Recent success in argon purifying technique and manufacturing

of the CCD allow us to talk about a problem of constructing a new

particle detector i.e. an induction chamber, in which the track coor-

dinates are reconstructed over the currents induced in the anode

cells.

From the above calculations it becomes evident that the coor-

dinates and angles of a track may be reconstructed with an accuracy

up to fractions of mm and mrad. Moreover the induction chamber

provides possibilities to measure ionization.

As we see now there are two ways to solve the track reconst-

ruction problem.

1. A direct solution of an integral equation (A.12), i.e. the

initial charge density is reconstructed by measuring the charges

induced in anode strips at some disrete moments of time.

8



2. The shape of current pulses in the strip differ greatly

for various events (tracks, two and three prong events). Thus the

pulse shape allows us to classify the events and to describe then

with several parameters (angles, coordinates, ionization density

along the track). The evaluation of the parameters is then made by

traditional minimization technique. Indeed this method is not so ge-

neral as the solution of an inverse problem and is applicable only

for a not very large number of hypothesis, but it is less time con-

suming.

The authors express their gratitude to O.Mikhajlov and V.Cher-

nyatin for useful discussions.
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Appendix

The density of the induced charge <?(x,t) is obtained from

the Poisson equation

b<f>(R, t) . - W l R ^ t ) (A.I)

under the boundary conditions

Ф\ ~Ф\
Хк—oo X ж CO

The solution of equation (A.I) at boundary conditions (A.2) may be

presented in the following form

G(R/R)p(R,t) (A.3)
0 0

)p
0 0

where the Green function G(R/R ) is equal to

G(kz|z

sh(kz) shk(h-z
0
)

sh(kzo)shk(h-z)

ksh(kh)
о *

Using the equations

(A. 4)

and (A.3) and (A.4) we wil l obtain

/ d z e / ~ d x o g ( x , t | x . z ) P ( R , t ) f
о — во

1
g(x,t|xo, z o ) = - - —

sin(ffZe/h) (A. 5)
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Hie charge density in the gap р(Й, t) is determined by the

following processes:

1) drift of electrons; 2) electron decrease from the drift

track due to attachment; 3) negative ion production.

Assuming that the charge density at t & 0 is given by f(x,z)

the first two processes are described by the expression

p (R, t) =*(x,z-VOe~
at
, a = V/A, (A.6)

e

and the third one-by a differential equation

(АЛ)

The solution for this equation will be

p(R,t)=± / f(z', x)e-
(Z
"*

)A
dz'. (A.8)

1
 * z-Vt

Then the charge density in the gap will be

p(R,t) = P (R*,t) +p (R,t). (A.9)
e I

The current density on chamber anode will be

+
i (x,t)

e

at

where

i (x,t)=i (R,t)| - V p ( R , t ) | .

Equations (A.I),(A.9), (A. 10) give us a possibility to obtain

the following expression for the current density
h-Vt ее

i(x,t)- / dr
o
/ dx e(*#t|x

e
, 1

0
)Hx

o
, *X

О -ое (A. 11)
g(x, 1} x

o
 , z

o
) - #•**3g(x| x

o
, z

o +
 Vt) /dt.
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Expression (A. 11) may be considered as an integral equation

to define the space density of the charge f(x,z) at t«0 over the

current density on the straight line z • h.

Integration of (A.11) over the strip width gives an expression

for currents from strip at the instant of time t

I <t) - h/ Vdz o fix A(k,t|xozo)f(xof x o),
° -« e (A.12)

* d\ " " 2h
*(* k

th — %

which was used in our calculations.



Table 1

Errors in reconstructing of single track parameters a
%
 , а

г

in mm, OQ - in mrad, a = 2000 electrons

0
i

X = 300 mm

£.«=200 mm/cos 0.

a
X

a
z

£. «= 50 mm/cos 0,

a
X

a
z

Л в 30 mm

£. = 200 mm/cos в

ff
x

a
z

3°
7.5°

15°
30°
35°
60°

0.82

0.30

0.12

0.25

0.38

0.44

0.76

0.48

0.44

0.44

0.37

0.25

4.3

3.9

0.38

0.36

0.23

0.11

0.97 0.50

0.30 0.45

0.45 0.25

Errors in reconstructing two and three prong events Л = 300,

I e 200 mm/cos б. , о = 2000 electrons.

22

6

1

.0

.4

.5

1.

0.

42

37

4

3

.4. 14

.9 1

Table

.0

.7

2

Two prong events

Three prong

events

С

0

о
X

>.044

.036

0

0

a

z

.103

.051

\

0.

0.

30°

35

19

°e

и« ̂

0.

«*-

0.

2

-15°

44

-30
b

29

0
3
 = - 30'

0.29
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Fig. 1. Chamber geoaetrjr.

t.MKCEK

200

15

Fig. z. Currents Induced in various atrip* aa a time function at point lonlcatlon. И м are-
rag* drift path of electrons Л - 300 at. Broken line: the aim of currents In the
•trip* for Кшт . Htmbera near the curvea Indicate the rnmber of a atrip. The coordi-
nates of the ionlcatlon point are x « 0, s « 0.5 aa.
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-80

t,MKCEK

Fig. 3. The аааш as in fig. 3 but for a track that сгомм the chaaber at tba angle 9 m 30*.

-120

Fig. 4 Tba вам aa !• figa. 2,3 but tka t«o proeg a»ant with \m 30*. f, • -IB*
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